Tolerance to morphine-induced analgesia in mice: magnetic fields function as environmental specific cues and reduce tolerance development.
Mice receiving daily injection of morphine (10 mg/kg) developed tolerance to morphine-induced analgesia, such that after 5-7 days of treatment their thermal response (paw licking) latencies in the hot plate test were indistinguishable from those of control animals. Exposure to a rotating magnetic field for thirty minutes before the daily morphine administrations significantly reduced the development of tolerance. These magnetic exposures also significantly increased over 7-10 days the basal nociceptive thresholds and paw licking response latencies of saline treated mice. Control and sham exposed mice that were fully tolerant to the analgesic effects of morphine failed to show any tolerance to morphine-induced analgesia when exposed to the magnetic stimuli prior to injection. Likewise, the partial tolerance to morphine shown by mice exposed to the rotating magnetic field pre-injection environmental cues was eliminated when control or sham pre-injection cues lacking the magnetic stimuli were provided. In all cases tolerance to morphine-induced analgesia was evident in the subsequent re-test with the original cues. These results indicate that magnetic field exposure can reduce the development of tolerance to the analgesic effects of morphine. They also show that magnetic stimuli function as significant environmental cues for the development of tolerance to morphine-induced analgesia. This suggests that magnetic stimuli affect both the associative (classical conditioning) and non-associative (physiological, pharmacological) mechanisms involved in the development of opiate tolerance.